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Abstract: The technological relevance of Al-Mg-Si alloys has been rapidly growing over the last
decade. Of particular interest to current and future applications is the problematic negative effect of
prior natural aging on subsequent artificial age hardening. The influence of natural aging is dependent
on both processing and compositional variables and has origins that are far from well-understood.
This work examines the hardenability of 6000 series alloys under a wide range of conditions, paying
particular attention to the natural aging effect. Experimental variables include alloy composition
(Mg + Si, Mg/Si), cooling rate after solutionization, and duration of prior natural aging. Hardenability
was evaluated with full hardness and conductivity aging curves for each condition, as well as select
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Results are discussed based on the actions of naturally
aged solute clusters during artificial aging. In particular, a complex interaction between vacancy
concentration, cluster stability, and precipitation driving force is suggested.
Keywords: aluminum alloys; Al-Mg-Si; precipitation strengthening; solute clustering; natural aging;
artificial aging; quench sensitivity; hardness; conductivity; transmission electron microscopy
1. Introduction
Wrought aluminum alloys are currently of particular technological interest in the transportation
industry due to their high strength to density ratio and relative ease of production. Chiefly among
these are 6000 series alloys (Al-Mg-Si), which are commonly used as vehicle structural or body
components [1,2]. These alloys gain the majority of their strength through a fine distribution of
strengthening particles, which can be precipitated with a dedicated heat treatment or integrated into
the manufacturing process.
There are two essential components to a precipitation strengthening treatment: high temperature
solutionization (often accompanied by hot deformation), followed by artificial aging (AA) at an
intermediate temperature (around 175 ◦C). In practice, the solutionization and artificial aging steps
rarely occur in direct succession, so the material is stored intermittently at room temperature for an
extended period of time. For high strength engineering alloys, this period of intermittent storage,
known as natural aging (NA), has long been known to have a detrimental effect on AA hardenability [3–5].
This ‘negative NA effect’ is typically due to coarser distributions and/or lower volume fractions of
strengthening precipitates [6–14], which is attributed to the prior formation of solute clusters during NA,
and a multitude of suggested influences on the AA precipitation process [15–22].
Natural aging itself is an exceptionally complicated process, involving several time-dependent
steps which have been resolved with measurements of resistivity, Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC), and Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS) [23–31]. In general, the processes that
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occur during NA temporal evolution are thought to be first dominated by the movement of vacancies
and silicon solutes, followed by the movement of magnesium [27,29,32]. Bulk properties rapidly change
during the first several hours of NA, and continue at a more gradual pace for months/years thereafter.
The formation of low temperature ‘phases’ (e.g., NA clusters) from a supersaturated solid solution
is strongly assisted by a non-equilibrium concentration of (quenched-in) vacancies [33,34]. Additionally,
substitutional solute atoms Si and (debatably) Mg have attractive interaction energies with vacancies
in an FCC-Al matrix [35,36], which leads to a kinetic stabilization of excess vacancies (i.e., longer times
before annihilation at sinks) during aging [37]. Based on this, the process of natural aging and
clustering of solutes can also be interpreted as the binding/trapping of mobile vacancies [19,38].
Strengthening precipitation during artificial aging requires a high degree of solute supersaturation to
provide thermodynamic driving force, as well as ‘free’ (i.e., un-trapped) vacancy concentration to allow
sufficient solute diffusion/mobility [39]. As such, the negative impact of NA has been speculated,
and recently verified to be the result of the presence of NA clusters (that do not appreciably aid in
nucleation) during AA precipitation, and the corresponding depletion of mobile solute/vacancies [40].
Although reasonably successful work-arounds have been created to combat the negative effect
of NA (e.g., immediate ‘pre-aging’ [41–44]), a one-size-fits-all solution is not obtainable. This is
primarily due to both a strong variable and interaction dependence of compositional and heat treatment
parameters (which is the focus of this paper). For high strength (high solute) alloys, prior NA leads to
an ubiquitous negative effect on initial AA hardening kinetics, However recent studies have identified a
dependence of the Mg:Si ratio on later (~peak) AA hardening behavior and recoverability (with respect
to the influence of prior NA) [12,45]. Even more recently, this has been shown to be a result of an
Mg/Si dependence on NA cluster thermal stability, and a corresponding difference in cluster behavior
(i.e., dissolution versus growth/coalescence) at elevated temperature [40]. Somewhat puzzlingly,
prior NA can have minimal or even positive hardenability impacts for low-strength (low-solute)
alloys [45–47]; the reasons for this contrast remain controversial and relatively unstudied due to their
reduced technological relevance compared to the high-strength counterparts. Nevertheless, this is one
of the topics discussed here.
The vast majority of studies concerning the relationship between prior NA and AA achieve
supersaturation through a fast (e.g., water) quench. Although quench sensitivity of Al-Mg-Si alloys
has received attention with respect to precipitation [48–50], the interaction between cooling rate and
natural aging on precipitation has received less attention [51]. The current work is a continuation of
the results presented in [45], and is intended as a comprehensive ‘screening’ study, used to investigate
the interactions between quench parameters, prior NA, and bulk composition. Results are analyzed in
accordance with the conceptual explanation discussed above ([19,40]), and highlight the importance
of NA cluster thermal stability, quenched-in and trapped vacancy concentration, and precipitation
driving force.
2. Experimental
Six model alloys were cast using an induction furnace and permanent mold into 3.5′′ (88.9 mm)
diameter billets. No grain refiner was used to eliminate any unwanted interactions with the natural
aging/clustering process. The compositions are listed in Table 1 and shown in comparison to several
common commercial alloys in Figure 1. As can be seen, the compositions vary in terms of relative (Mg/Si)
and absolute (Mg + Si) solute content. Two nominal overall solute contents were used, Mg + Si≈ 0.7 wt %
and 1.4 wt %, designating ‘low strength’ and ‘high strength’ alloys, respectively. Additionally, three
different bulk Mg/Si ratios were used (for each Mg + Si content) of roughly 2.4, 0.7, and 0.3 by weight.
These ratios represent Mg-rich, balanced, and Si-rich bulk compositions (where ‘balanced’ refers to the
roughly 1Mg:1Si atomic ratio of the most potent strengthening precipitate, β′′ [52,53]).
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Table 1. Experimental alloy compositions.
Alloy Description Mg Si Fe Mn Mg/Si Mg + Si
low strength, Mg-rich 0.47 0.20 0.20 0.05 2.32 0.68
high strength, Mg-rich 1.01 0.41 0.21 0.05 2.45 1.43
low strength, balanced 0.31 0.39 0.21 0.05 0.79 0.70
high strength, balanced 0.57 0.84 0.28 0.07 0.67 1.41
low strength, Si-rich 0.15 0.58 0.19 0.05 0.26 0.72
high strength, Si-rich 0.30 1.18 0.23 0.05 0.25 1.47
All data in wt %, tested during casting with an Optical Emission Spectrometer
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Figure 1. Experimental alloy Mg and Si contents in relation to common 6000 series alloys.
A relatively constant addition of 0.2% Fe was included to maintain consistency with reasonably
clean commercial alloys, and allow primary and secondary precipitation of Fe-containing intermetallics
to control cast and extruded/recrystallized grain structure. Trace amounts (0.05%) of Mn were
also included to stabilize the desired α-Al(Fe,Mn)Si phase during homogenization, as its (spherical)
morphology and (Si-poor) composition are ultimately less detrimental to properties [54,55].
Based on cast grain size and Thermo-Calc/DICTRA simulations [56], billets were homogenized
for 144 h at 575 ◦C (848 K). Optical microscopy comparison of cast and homogenized microstructures
revealed the intended spheroidization of large, Chinese-script primary Fe-intermetallics. Homogenized
billets were then extruded into 7/8′′(22 mm) rod using a 550 ton laboratory-scale direct extrusion press,
yielding a reduction ratio of ~16. Extruded rod was straightened/stretched to 1.5% elongation, and
sectioned into 1⁄2′′ (12.7 mm) cylinders for heat treatment and testing. Each heat treatment began with
a dedicated solutionization of 1.25 h (4.5 ks) at 560 ◦C (833 K) to ensure maximum supersaturation and
grain structure uniformity (recrystallization).
Following solution treatment (ST), all alloys underwent five distinct aging treatments, which are
shown in Figure 2a–c using in-situ time/temperature profiles (for heat and cooling steps). Illustrated
in Figure 2a, some samples were water quenched (WQ) from the solution temperature, naturally aged
for either 0.5 or 4 h (1.8 ks or 14.4 ks) before ultimate artificial aging at 175 ◦C (448 K) [45]. Prior NA
times were chosen to illustrate the extreme significance of even short storage times (which result in the
most rapid NA changes). Figure 2b shows the direct quench (DQ) condition, in which samples were
directly quenched into the AA treatment in a molten salt bath (50/50 molar ratio of KNO3/NaNO2).
Finally, Figure 2c shows the air cooled (AC) condition: Here, samples were cooled in ambient air on a
ceramic brick, and subsequently naturally/artificially aged in an identical manner as the WQ condition.
‘Natural aging’ was chosen to begin when samples cooled to a temperature of 65 ◦C, as this temperature
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is below the typical lower limit of pre-aging treatments [22]. This is an important distinction because
immediate pre-aging, generally performed around 100 ◦C [42], is thought to produce a different ‘type’
of solute cluster that is capable of aiding the nucleation of strengthening precipitates during eventual
AA [14,15,17,57].
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Fig re 2. In-situ, time-temperature profiles corresponding to the five different heat treatments applied
to all alloys, organized by solutionization cooling rate; water quench (WQ) (a); direct quench (DQ) (b);
and ambi t air cooling (AC) (c).
To establish the hardening behavior during artificial aging, samples were water quenched
with roughly equal spacing in the logarithm of time. In order to severely limit further natural
aging/maturing prior to testing (particularly for short AA durations when remaining supersaturation
is likely), samples were stored in an ultra-cold freezer at −80 ◦C and intermittently kept in a dry ice
isopropanol bath during surface preparation. A minimum of six Vickers macro-hardness (20 kg load)
and ten electrical conductivity (Fischer SMP10 eddy current conductivity probe) measurements were
taken on each heat-treated specimen. Based on the hardness and electrical conductivity curves, select
samples were prepared into transmission electron microscopy foils, electro-polished, and imaged in a
JEOL JEM-2010 TEM at 200 keV to qualitatively assess the precipitate distribution.
3. Results
In this study, aging behavior is assessed through hardness and conductivity curves. Through those
curves, the degree of micro- and nano-structural changes is inferred. Before detailing experimental
results, Table 2 generalizes the relevant known/possible structural changes during natural and artificial
aging, and their resulting impacts on hardness and conductivity. As will be extensively discussed
throughout this text, the degree to which these microstructural changes occur (and physical properties
altered) is highly dependent on the experimental variables studied herein. Nevertheless, these basic
trends guide the analysis that follows.
able 2. General structural evolution during aging in Al-Mg-Si alloys, and the resulting i pact
r ess an co ctivity.
Thermal Treatment Microstructural Mechanism Impact on Hardness Impact on Conductivity
natural aging solute/vacancy clustering ↑ ↓
artificial aging pot tial cluster dissolu ↓ ↑
strengthening precipitation ↑ ↑
3.1. High Strength (Mg + Si = 1.4 wt %) Alloys
3.1.1. Water Quench (WQ)
Results of the high strength alloys are organized to allow for several key comparisons. Figure 3a–c
(which is reproduced from [45], and included here because of the direct applicability) illustrates the
influence of the duration of prior NA (0.5, 4 h) after a rapid quench, on AA hardenability.
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The balanced alloy (Mg/Si ≈ 0.7), with bulk composition closest to that of the most potent
precipitate (β′′) expectedly achieves the highest overall hardness (Figure 3b). Initial hardening kinetics
are aided by a Si-rich chemistry (Mg/Si ≈ 0.3, Figure 3a), particularly with minimal prior NA; similar
studies have also identified this boost, which is due to enhanced GP-zone formation [58]. Regarding
the anticipated influence of room temperature storage, prolonged prior NA has a detrimental effect
on initial AA hardening kinetics for all (high strength) compositions. As was noted in the original
work [45], the key finding here is a compositional (Mg/Si) dependence on the recoverability of the
negative influence of prior NA. Comparing the two extremes (Figure 3a,c), it is obvious that the Si-rich
composition displays a complete recovery of (peak) hardness after sufficient time at AA temperature.
In contrast, the AA hardness of the Mg-rich composition with prolonged prior NA is never fully
recovered, and a negative effect of roughly 8 Hv is present from the peak- to over-aged condition.
The influence of prior NA on the balanced alloy (Figure 3b) appears to be intermediate between that of
the Si-rich and Mg-rich counterparts. That is, a full recovery is evident, however it does not occur until
later AA durations, compared to the Si-rich alloy.
The corresponding temporal evolution of AA conductivity is given in Figure 4a–c. Generally
speaking, any defect in a crystalline lattice (e.g., solutes, vacancies, precipitates, clusters) decreases
conductivity compared to the perfect crystal (i.e., FCC-Al). The degree to which conductivity is reduced
is dependent on the associated defect spacing and electronic scattering power. Classic precipitation
transformations increase bulk conductivity because compared to a homogenous distribution of solutes,
precipitate spacing is much larger, which overcomes the increase in scatter power (from solutes to
precipitates). However, the formation of solute clusters (i.e., during natural aging) results in a decrease
in conductivity because the small increase in distance does not overcome the increase in scattering
power [59,60]. The measured conductivity change during natural aging for the alloys investigated here
is also shown in Figure 4a–c, plotted on the secondary x and y axes. Regarding this, it should be noted
that several researchers have suggested multiple (2–3) ‘stages’ with logarithmic time dependence in
the evolution of NA conductivity/resistivity [23,24,61]. Given the time resolution of these data, this
is difficult to evaluate, however it also appears to be Mg/Si dependent. Specifically, the most Si-rich
alloy (Figure 4a) is nearly linear (in Log(time)) for the duration of investigated NA, but increasing
Mg/Si leads to the possibility of multiple stages (i.e., up to 3 in the Mg-rich alloy).
Similar to hardness, the evolution of AA conductivity, with respect to prior NA, is also a function of
bulk Mg:Si ratio. In all cases, conductivity in the early stages of AA is lower following prolonged prior
NA, and an eventual recovery ensues. The AA time associated with this recovery is indicated in Figure 4
and increases with bulk Mg/Si ratio, from roughly 4 to 40 h (for Si-rich to Mg-rich alloys, respectively).
Additionally, for the Mg-rich alloy, and to some extent the balanced alloy, the conductivity in the 4 h
prior NA condition continues to rise above that of the 0.5 h prior NA condition.
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Figure 5. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images showing roughly peak-aged (10.8 h at 175 
°C) nanostructures in the high strength Si-rich (a,b) and Mg-rich (c,d) alloys with 0.5 h prior NA (a,c) 
and 4 h prior NA (b,d). 
3.1.2. Air Cooling (AC) 
Figure 6a–c shows the AA hardness evolution of high strength alloys after ambient air cooling 
from the solution treatment (with variable prior NA). Also included for comparative purposes, and 
plotted semi-transparently, are the (water quenched) results just discussed. The Si-rich composition 
(Figure 6a) again shows an initial negative effect of prolonged NA on hardening kinetics, and a full 
Figure 4. Conductivity evolutions during aging in the high strength Si-rich (a); balanced (b);
and Mg-rich (c) alloys after a WQ from ST. The primary axes correspond to AA (175 ◦C with 0.5 or 4 h
prior NA), and the secondary axes correspond to natural aging (NA) itself (~21 ◦C). Error bars represent
95 confidence. The variation in error is due to the technique in hich the easure ents ere ade:
Artificially aged sa ples were all tested in the sa e sitting, so easure ents were not subject to day
to day perturbations (e.g., temperature) and uncertainty is simply based off standard error. Naturally
aged samples were tested over multiple sittings (i.e., same specimen tested) and uncontrolled variables
significantly affected the data. To account for this, each measurement was normalized to that of a pure
Al standard; this smoothed the curves but increased the uncertainty (due to the error propagation).
The TEM images in Figure 5 qualitatively show the precipitate microstructures corresponding
to the near-peak aged state (10.8 h AA) in the Si- and Mg-rich alloy, for both prior NA conditions.
In the Si-rich alloy, precipitate distribution appears slightly finer with minimal prior NA (Figure 5a,b),
however the two microstructures are similar, correlating to the full recovery of hardness seen in
Figure 3a. On the other hand, after peak-aging of the Mg-rich alloy, precipitate microstructures show a
more significant influence of prior NA (i.e., prolonged NA leads to much coarser distributions, seen in
Figure 5c,d). This correlates well with the un-recoverable hardness increment seen in Figure 3c.
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3.1.2. Air Cooling (AC) 
Figure 6a–c shows the AA hardness evolution of high strength alloys after ambient air cooling 
from the solution treatment (with variable prior NA). Also included for comparative purposes, and 
plotted semi-transparently, are the (water quenched) results just discussed. The Si-rich composition 
(Figure 6a) again shows an initial negative effect of prolonged NA on hardening kinetics, and a full 
Figure 5. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images showing roughly peak-aged (10.8 h at 175 ◦C)
nanostructures in the high strength Si-rich (a,b) and Mg-rich (c,d) alloys with 0.5 h prior NA (a,c) and 4 h
prior NA (b,d).
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3.1.2. Air Cooling (AC)
Figure 6a–c shows the AA hardness evolution of high strength alloys after ambient air cooling from
the solution treatment (with variable prior NA). Also included for comparative purposes, and plotted
semi-transparently, are the (water quenched) results just discussed. The Si-rich composition (Figure 6a)
again shows an initial negative effect of prolonged NA on hardening kinetics, and a full recovery of
peak-aged hardness. Interestingly, at long AA times (>50 h) the AC + 4 h NA condition over-ages faster
than its 0.5 h NA counterpart. In comparison to the WQ condition, AC induces a similar magnitude
of the initial NA effect, and significantly reduced hardening kinetics after both durations of prior NA
(i.e., quench sensitivity regardless of prior NA). Aging of the balanced alloy after AC (Figure 6b) results
in quite similar behavior compared to the WQ condition, i.e., a slight negative NA effect and minimal
quench sensitivity. Perhaps most interestingly, air cooling of the Mg-rich alloy (Figure 6c) results in a
much smaller, nearly constant negative NA impact (of only a few Hv), compared to the water quench.
Additionally, this alloy exhibits quench sensitivity for short (0.5 h) prior NA, but quench insensitivity for
longer prior NA (4 h). In fact, considering only the 4 h NA condition, air cooling results in beneficial AA
hardening behavior, i.e., equivalent kinetics and higher peak hardness (Figure 6c).
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The evolutions of conductivity throughout AA (for both prior NA conditions), as well as during
NA itself, are shown in Figure 7a–c. The continuous conductivity decreases during NA show that the
process of NA clustering is active even after slow (air) cooling, as also evidenced by its resulting influence
on AA behavior. Again, AA conductivity for each alloy is initially lower after prolonged NA, and an
eventual recovery ensues. The recovery time increases with bulk Mg/Si content, from ~8 h to ~87 h AA
(for Si-rich and Mg-rich compositions, respectively); with respect to conductivity trends seen after a water
quench (Figure 4), these recovery times are considerably longer. The large deviation seen in the Si-rich
alloy after long AA times (Figure 7a) correlates to its rapid over-aging (Figure 6a), in which precipitate
spacing increases (coarsening), and matrix solute content is further depleted due to the continuous solute
(particularly Mg) enrichment of transition phases en-route to equilibrium [15,25,26].
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Fig re 7. Conductivity evolutions during aging in the high strengt Si-rich (a); balanced (b);
and Mg-rich (c) alloys after AC from ST. The primary axes correspond to AA (175 ◦C with 0.5 or
4 h prior NA), nd the secondary axes correspond to NA itself (~21 ◦C). Error bars repr sent 95%
confidence, and the discrepancy is f r the same reason as Figure 4.
3.1.3. Direct Quench (DQ)
The direct quench condition is presented next, and compared to the 0.5 h NA (followed by
AA) condition; by doing so, we can assess the influence of all time, in a state of supersaturation,
below 175 ◦C (i.e., room temperature storage as well as AA heating ramp). AA hardening behavior
is shown in Figure 8a–c. The influence of the direct quench, in comparison to traditional quench
and re-heat, indeed varies with bulk Mg/Si, however not with the same trends as seen for WQ or
AC (Figures 3 and 6). Here, both of the unbalanced (Si-rich and Mg-rich) alloys show reduced initial
hardening kinetics and similar/slightly lower peak strengths (Figure 8a,c). In contrast, the balanced
alloy displays overall enhanced aging behavior: faster hardening, similar/higher peak strength, and
improved thermal stability (i.e., slower over-aging). The long AA time points indicating thermal
stability were double checked, and good agreement was found.
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3.2. Low Strength (Mg + Si = 0.7 wt %) Alloys 
3.2.1 Water Quench (WQ) 
Figure 10a–c shows the AA hardening behavior of the low strength alloys after WQ, and the 
influence of prolonged prior NA. Compared to their high strength counterparts, these alloys show 
severely reduced hardening kinetics and only subtle strengthening potential due to a drastically 
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tr itional WQ followed by short (0.5 h) NA, labelled accordingly. Err r bars represent 95% confid nce.
The AA conductivity curves corresponding to the DQ and WQ + 0.5 h NA conditions are shown
in Figure 9a–c. In general, the DQ aging treatment provides higher conductivity for all compositions.
For the two most Si-rich compositions (Mg/Si ≈ 0.3 and 0.7), traditional quench/re-heat conductivity
recovers at long AA times; for the Mg-rich alloy (Mg/Si ≈ 2.4), DQ conductivity remains greater for
the full duration of artificial aging. The most pronounced increase in conductivity due to DQ is for the
balanced alloy (Figure 9b), which relates to the rapid hardening (i.e., depletion of solute) as discussed
above (Figure 8b).
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Figure 9. AA conductivity evolutions of the high strength alloys in the DQ condition, compared
to traditional WQ followed by short (0.5 h) NA, labelled accordingly. Error bars are not visible at
95 confidence.
3.2. Low Strength (Mg + Si = 0.7 wt %) Alloys
3.2.1. ater uench ( )
i re c s s t e r e i e i r f t e l stre t ll s fter , t e
i fl e ce f r l e ri r . are t t eir i stre t c ter arts, t ese all s s
se erel reduced hardening kinetics and only subtle strengthening potential due to a drastically lower
supersaturation. The impact of prior NA duration is also less significant and the same dependence on
Mg/Si is not seen. For the Si-rich alloy, there may be a slight negative effect on hardening behavior,
while no significant effect is seen in the Mg-rich alloy. For the Mg-rich alloy particularly, these effects
are difficult to judge based on the lack of a significant aging response. The balanced alloy again shows
the largest hardening response, and even displays a slight positive influence of prolonged prior NA.
This result has been reported in the literature previously for low-strength alloys [46,47].
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3.2.2 Air cooling (AC) 
The AA hardening behavior after air cooling is shown below (Figure 12a–c). Also included for 
comparison, and plotted semi-transparently, are the WQ curves just discussed. Interestingly, the 
influence of prolonged prior NA becomes more pronounced after air cooling, where a beneficial 
hardening response is induced for all alloys studied. In the presence of a short duration (0.5 h) of NA, 
the quench sensitivity is dependent on the Mg:Si ratio in the same way as the high strength alloys; 
namely, Si- and Mg-rich alloys are quench sensitive, while the balanced composition is not. 
Conversely, following prolonged (4 h) NA, the AA hardening of all compositions is not sensitive to 
the quench rate. From a vacancy annihilation standpoint (as discussed later), this is rather intuitive 
and has also been previously reported [51]. 
Figure 10. Hardness evolutions during AA in low strength alloys after Q and variable prior NA,
labelled accordingly. Error bars represent 95% confidence.
The influence of prior NA on AA conductivity is also virtually non-existent for these low-strength
compositions, as seen in Figure 11a–c. In fact, the conductivity does not appreciably change during
NA itself (also included in Figure 11a–c). Similar results have been reported before, however more
detailed analysis techniques (such as PALS) have indicated that at least some of the NA processes may
still be active [24,29,62].
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Figure 11. Conductivity evolutions during aging in the low strength alloys after WQ from ST, labelled
accordingly. The primary axes correspond to AA (175 ◦C with 0.5 or 4 h prior NA), and the secondary
axes correspond to NA itself (~21 ◦C). Error bars represent 95% confidence, and the discrepancy is due
to the same reason as Figure 4.
3.2.2. Air Cooling (AC)
The AA hardening behavior after air cooling is shown below (Figure 12a–c). Also included
for comparison, and plotted semi-transparently, are the WQ curves just discussed. Interestingly,
the influence of prolonged prior NA becomes more pronounced after air cooling, where a beneficial
hardening response is induced for all alloys studied. In the presence of a short duration (0.5 h) of NA,
the quench sensitivity is dependent on the Mg:Si ratio in the same way as the high strength alloys;
namely, Si- and Mg-rich alloys are quench sensitive, while the balanced composition is not. Conversely,
following prolonged (4 h) NA, the AA hardening of all compositions is not sensitive to the quench
rate. From a vacancy annihilation standpoint (as discussed later), this is rather intuitive and has also
been previously reported [51].
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Figure 12. Low strength alloy AA hardness evolution after AC and WQ, for both prior NA conditions
(labelled accordingly). WQ results are included, and plotted semi-transparently, for comparative
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Corresponding to the enhanced hardening behavior, AA conductivity after air cooling
(Figure 13a–c) becomes increased with prolonged prior NA. This is in spite of the fact that the NA
processes that occur after AC (or WQ, as noted earlier) in low-strength samples are too subtle to detect
with the current conductivity measurements (Figure 13a–c secondary axes).
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3.2.3. Direct Quench (DQ)
Finally, the DQ aging behavior for low strength alloys is shown below, and compared to the
traditional water quench (0.5 h NA) and re-heat condition; hardening and conductivity curves are
shown in Figures 14a–c and 15a–c, respectively. The direct quench aging treatment is obviously highly
ineffective for low-solute compositions. Compared to traditional WQ, DQ results in severely reduced
hardening kinetics (incubation periods of well over 10 h AA), as well as diminished achievable strength.
Conductivity curves largely correlate with the slower precipitation (hardening kinetics), and coarser
precipitate nanostructure (reduced achievable strength).
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Figure 14. AA hardness evolutions of the low strength alloys in the DQ condition, compared to
traditional WQ followed by short (0.5 h) NA, labelled accordingly. Error bars represent 95% confidence.
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site fraction at the AA temperature of 175 °C is around 3 × 108, while room temperature equilibrium 
is much lower (~2 × 1012) [25]. During natural aging (and possibly as early as during the quench itself 
[15,24,65,66]), several concurrent processes occur. In terms of solute atoms, NA clusters form by 
vacancy-aided (short range) diffusion; in terms of vacancies, some (excess) vacancies slowly 
annihilate at sinks, while others get trapped/immobilized in developing clusters as discussed in the 
Introduction. Since the vacancy fraction immediately after a quench is several orders of magnitude 
less than the fraction of solutes (1 × 102) and eventual NA clusters (as determined by atom probe 
tomography [8,40,67–69]), it is logical to assume that prolonged natural aging drastically reduces the 
available (free/untrapped) vacancy concentration, as well as solute supersaturation. Also as 
mentioned in the Introduction, these are the two key factors necessary for strengthening precipitation 
(during AA). 
For air cooling, several additional factors must be accounted for. In 6000 series alloys, slow 
cooling typically leads to the high temperature precipitation of β and β’/B’ [49,50,70]; Given the 
extreme Si-rich composition used in this work (Mg/Si ≈ 0.3), we also suspect precipitation of pure Si 
to be likely. Additionally, time at intermediate temperature (below those necessary for precipitation 
[22]) likely results in cluster formation during cooling. Intermediate temperature clustering is well 
known to occur during immediate (post-quench) pre-aging (~100 °C) [14,15,17,71], and has also been 
shown to occur during interrupted quenching (similar to DQ treatment here) at temperatures below 
that of AA [72,73]. Relative to NA clusters, these intermediate temperature clusters are larger and 
more compositionally balanced; they are generally thought to be beneficial to AA hardening (and 
combat the negative effects of NA) by aiding in the nucleation of subsequent precipitation. Lastly, 
the effect of cooling rate on quenched-in vacancies must be considered: For the AC rate used here 
(shown in Figure 2c), vacancy site fraction around 1 × 107 is expected [63,64], indicating an 
approximate 100-fold reduction compared to the water quench. All of these aspects do not eliminate 
subsequent NA clustering, however they do reduce NA clustering kinetics (as seen in Figures 4a–c 
and 7a–c). NA after AC therefore either grows existing clusters or forms new ones.  
i r . conductivity evolutions of the low strength alloys in the DQ condition, compared
to traditional WQ f llowed by short (0.5 h) NA, labelled accordingly. Erro bars are not visible at
95% confidence.
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4. Discussion
The results presented above can be qualitatively explained by considering concepts already
published in the literature, and assuming a complex interaction between bulk composition and the
various processes that occur during (and as a result of) different thermal histories. Before going into
specifics, it is prudent to mention general aspects corresponding to as-quenched (WQ) and as-cooled
(AC) nanostructures.
As a result of a rapid water quench to room temperature, a high degree of both solute and vacancy
supersaturation is achieved (which by nature is unstable). For the WQ rate used here, vacancy site
fractions on the order of 1 × 105 can be expected [63,64]. For comparison, the equilibrium site fraction
at the AA temperature of 175 ◦C is around 3 × 108, while room temperature equilibrium is much lower
(~2 × 1012) [25]. During natural aging (and possibly as early as during the quench itself [15,24,65,66]),
several concurrent processes occur. In terms of solute atoms, NA clusters form by vacancy-aided
(short range) diffusion; in terms of vacancies, some (excess) vacancies slowly annihilate at sinks, while
others get trapped/immobilized in developing clusters as discussed in the Introduction. Since the
vacancy fraction immediately after a quench is several orders of magnitude less than the fraction of
solutes (1 × 102) and eventual NA clusters (as determined by atom probe tomography [8,40,67–69]),
it is logical to assume that prolonged natural aging drastically reduces the available (free/untrapped)
vacancy concentration, as well as solute supersaturation. Also as mentioned in the Introduction, these
are the two key factors necessary for strengthening precipitation (during AA).
For air cooling, several additional factors must be accounted for. In 6000 series alloys, slow cooling
typically leads to the high temperature precipitation of β and β′/B′ [49,50,70]; Given the extreme
Si-rich composition used in this work (Mg/Si ≈ 0.3), we also suspect precipitation of pure Si to be
likely. Additionally, time at intermediate temperature (below those necessary for precipitation [22])
likely results in cluster formation during cooling. Intermediate temperature clustering is well known
to occur during immediate (post-quench) pre-aging (~100 ◦C) [14,15,17,71], and has also been shown
to occur during interrupted quenching (similar to DQ treatment here) at temperatures below that
of AA [72,73]. Relative to NA clusters, these intermediate temperature clusters are larger and more
compositionally balanced; they are generally thought to be beneficial to AA hardening (and combat
the negative effects of NA) by aiding in the nucleation of subsequent precipitation. Lastly, the effect
of cooling rate on quenched-in vacancies must be considered: For the AC rate used here (shown
in Figure 2c), vacancy site fraction around 1 × 107 is expected [63,64], indicating an approximate
100-fold reduction compared to the water quench. All of these aspects do not eliminate subsequent NA
clustering, however they do reduce NA clustering kinetics (as seen in Figures 4a–c and 7a–c). NA after
AC therefore either grows existing clusters or forms new ones.
4.1. High Strength (Mg + Si = 1.4 wt %) Alloys
4.1.1. NA Effect on AA—Water Quench
For the sake of the continuity of this discussion, the conclusions presented in [45] will also be
recounted here. Subsequent strengthening precipitation during AA after prolonged NA is negatively
affected by a reduction in driving force and solute mobility, which manifests itself as reduced hardening
kinetics (seen in Figure 3a–c) and typical coarse precipitate nanostructures (seen throughout the
literature [6–14]). This impact on initial AA hardening behavior is seen for all of the high-strength
alloys studied here. The eventual recovery of strength (and precipitate distribution) seen in the Si-rich
composition (Figures 3a and 5a,b), but not in the Mg-rich composition (Figures 3c and 5c,d) can be
explained by considering the thermal stability of NA clusters at the AA temperature of 175 ◦C [40].
As mentioned earlier, the formation of solute clusters lowers bulk electrical conductivity. During AA,
the presence of NA clusters directly lowers conductivity, and also indirectly slows the increase of
conductivity via slower precipitation kinetics. This explains the initially reduced AA conductivity
seen for all compositions following prolonged NA (Figure 4a–c). At longer durations of AA, however,
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the conductivity of the 4 h NA condition is eventually recovered with respect to the 0.5 h NA condition.
In the cases of the Si-rich and balanced alloys, which display a full recovery of peak strength, the
relatively small conductivity difference is recovered prior to the peak-aged condition. Figure 16 plots
the AA time associated with peak hardness (as prior NA does not substantially change the peak
AA time) and conductivity recovery, for each of the alloys. As is seen (in Figures 3c, 4c and 15),
the Mg-rich alloy uniquely shows no recovery of peak strength, and the large conductivity difference
is not recovered until well beyond the peak AA time (i.e., after the start of over-aging/coarsening).
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Figure 16. Comparison of AA times associated with peak hardness and conductivity recovery (of 4 h 
compared to 0.5 h prior NA conditions) for all of the water quenched, high strength alloys. Note that 
the peak Hv time does not necessarily indicate a hardness recovery (i.e., Mg-rich alloy). Error bars are 
not included because AA times were visually estimated based on aging curves. 
Since the peak-aged condition generally corresponds to near maximum precipitate volume 
fraction (and solute depletion), it is believed that the un-recoverable negative influence of AA 
strength (in Mg-rich alloys) is due to the thermal stability of NA clusters and their sustained presence 
during artificial aging/precipitation (leading to coarser precipitate distributions as seen in Figure 5c–
d); this agrees with recently published APT findings of nearly identical alloys [40]. For naturally aged 
Si-rich compositions, the early stages of AA consist of concurrent precipitation and slow cluster 
dissipation, as suggested by [7,40,74]. The dissipation of NA clusters (although not fast enough to 
prevent an initial negative influence) slowly replenishes the matrix with mobile solute atoms and 
vacancies, which aid in delayed precipitation and an eventual recovery of strength [19,40,75,76]. 
Conversely, the opposite is true for Mg-rich compositions: during AA these thermally stable clusters 
Figure 16. Comparison of AA times a sociated with peak hardne s and conductivity recovery (of 4 h
compared to 0.5 h prior NA conditions) for a l of the water quenched, high strength a loys. Note that
the peak Hv time does not nece sarily indicate a hardne s recovery (i.e., Mg-rich a loy). E ror bars are
not included because AA times were visua ly esti ated based on aging curves.
Since the peak-aged condition generally corresponds to near maximum precipitate volume
fraction (and solute depletion), it is believed that the un-recoverable negative influence of AA strength
(in Mg-rich alloys) is due to the thermal stability of NA clusters and their sustained presence during
artificial aging/precipitation (leading to coarser precipitate distributions as seen in Figure 5c,d);
this agrees with recently published APT findings of nearly identical alloys [40]. For naturally aged
Si-rich compositions, the early stages of AA consist of concurrent precipitation and slow cluster
dissipation, as suggested by [7,40,74]. The dissipation of NA clusters (although not fast enough to
prevent an initial negative influence) slowly replenishes the matrix with mobile solute atoms and
vacancies, which aid in delayed precipitation and an eventual recovery of strength [19,40,75,76].
Conversely, the opposite is true for Mg-rich compositions: during AA these thermally stable clusters
may continue to slowly grow, however they are broadly incapable of aiding in nucleation of
strengthening precipitates (e.g., by acting as nucleation sites or directly transforming) as suggested
by [6,16,17,40].
4.1.2. NA Effect on AA—Air Cooled
Figure 17a–c plots the difference in AA hardening behavior between both prior NA conditions
as a function of AA time, for both WQ and AC. In order to separate the effects of prior NA for each
quench condition, primary and secondary x-axes are used to visually normalize the plots to the peak
aged time. The influence of the quench rate itself on aging behavior (i.e., quench sensitivity) will be
discussed in later subsections. In all cases, the negative NA effect is either reduced (Si-rich and Mg-rich
alloys) or unchanged (balanced alloy) by air cooling. This was expected based off the depletion of
supersaturation during slow cooling (and associated reduction of NA clustering kinetics) as mentioned
in the introduction to this Discussion.
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Figure 18 shows the approximate AA times corresponding to peak hardness and conductivity 
recovery after AC. In relation to WQ (Figure 16), longer times are expectedly required for all cases. 
Again the Mg-rich alloy shows a conductivity recovery time far in excess of the peak-aged condition, 
indicating thermal stability (of NA clusters or growth of pre-formed clusters during cooling). The 
dependence of cluster stability on Mg/Si brings about an interesting concern for 6000 series alloys: 
Sufficiently low bulk Mg/Si ratios may render the process of pre-aging ineffective at combating the 
negative effect of NA for the most industrially relevant (short) aging treatments. Although literature 
comparisons are relatively limited, similar studies have revealed an identical compositional 
dependence on WQ hardness recoverability [12], and also the proposed compositional dependence 
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However, when considering the impact of quench rate on the AA evolution of that negative effect,
some differences become apparent. For the Si-rich composition, although the negative effect is reduced,
its evolution is essentially unchanged; in other words, prior NA reduces AA hardening kinetics, but a
full recovery of the peak-aged state still occurs (regardless of quench rate). In contrast, for the Mg-rich
composition, AC severely reduces the negative effect en-route to the peak aged state, and a roughly
constant negative influence of ~3 Hv is seen. It is believed that intermediate temperature clusters
formed during slow cooling (>RT, <T(AA)) are capable of acting similarly to clusters formed during
pre-aging [14,15,17,71] or interrupted quenching [72,73]; i.e., as nucleation sites or pre-formed nuclei
for strengthening precipitation. However, this would only be true if the advantageous pre-formed
clusters are stable at the AA temperature. For Si-rich compositions, cluster thermal instability and
dissolution/dissipation during AA would negate these positive effects, leading to a similar negative
NA effect (as WQ). For Mg-rich compositions, the opposite conclusions can be drawn, leading to a
reduced NA effect on hardenability as is seen here.
Figure 18 shows the approximate AA times corresponding to peak hardness and conductivity
recovery after AC. In relation to WQ (Figure 16), longer times are expectedly required for all
cases. Again the Mg-rich alloy shows a conductivity recovery time far in excess of the peak-aged
condition, indicating thermal stability (of NA clusters or growth of pre-formed clusters during cooling).
The dependence of cluster stability on Mg/Si brings about an interesting concern for 6000 series alloys:
Sufficiently low bulk Mg/Si ratios may render the process of pre-aging ineffective at combating the
negative effect of NA for the most industrially relevant (short) aging treatments. Although literature
comparisons are relatively limited, similar studies have revealed an identical compositional dependence
on WQ hardness recoverability [12], and also the proposed compositional dependence of pre-aging
efficacy; i.e., pre-aging ineffective for an Si-rich alloy, and effective for higher Mg/Si ratios [77].
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4.1.3. Quench Sensitivity—NA Itself 
The NA conductivity curves of Figure 7a–c show that even after air cooling, at least some of the 
NA clustering processes are still active. Interestingly, however, slow cooling delays the onset of NA 
conductivity change (compared to WQ, Figure 4a–c), which is more significant for higher bulk Mg/Si 
contents. Although a detailed natural aging study is beyond the scope of this work, a simple 
explanation is provided here. Precipitation during cooling has been found to have only a local impact 
on matrix supersaturation, i.e., solute depletion in the vicinity of the precipitate, but not in the bulk 
matrix [78]. This explains the observations of higher initial NA conductivity following AC, and 
sustained NA clustering response. The delayed NA rate is likely due to two factors: reduced initial 
vacancy concentration, and intermediate temperature clustering during cooling. As mentioned 
before, clusters formed between ambient and AA temperatures (21 °C < T < 175 °C) are comparatively 
large and fairly compositionally balanced (close to 1Mg:1Si) [14,15,17,71]. As such, the Mg/Si 
dependence on the AC delay in NA clustering (Figure 7a–c) may simply be a result of the as-cooled 
matrix compositions: Given a certain amount of high-temperature precipitation, intermediate 
temperature clustering of a balanced Mg:Si ratio would essentially exaggerate the already Mg-rich 
and Si-rich matrix compositions. Since the diffusivity of Mg in FCC-Al is lower than that of Si [79], 
this may lead to slower NA kinetics, particularly for solid solutions of high Mg/Si  ratio. 
4.1.4. Quench Sensitivity—AA after Minimal NA 
With respect to quench sensitivity with minimal prior NA, Figure 6 (WQ + 0.5 h NA vs. AC + 0.5 
h NA) shows that slow cooling has a detrimental effect on hardening response for the high strength 
Si- and Mg-rich alloy, but not for the balanced counterpart. When quench sensitivity is assessed by 
AA hardening response, the main factors are excess vacancy annihilation, and/or pre-mature 
precipitation during cooling. Differences in quenched-in vacancy concentration may explain reduced 
AA kinetics, however cannot provide an explanation for the observed Mg/Si dependence, so high-
temperature precipitation must be considered.  
Precipitation at elevated temperature is strongly increased by the existence of energetically 
favorable surfaces for nucleation (e.g., dispersoids, grain boundaries, etc.); however due to the 
relatively long and identical homogenization and solution treatments used here, this is expected to 
have a uniform impact on all alloys. We use simulated (Thermo-Calc/Prisma [56]) time-temperature-
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4.1.3. Quench Sensitivity—NA Itself
The NA conductivity curves of Figure 7a–c show that even after air cooling, at least some of
the NA clustering processes are still active. Interestingly, however, slow cooling delays the onset
of NA conductivity change (compared to WQ, Figure 4a–c), which is more significant for higher
bulk Mg/Si contents. Although a detailed natural aging study is beyond the scope of this work,
a simple explanation is provided here. Precipitation during cooling has been found to have only a
local impact on matrix supersaturation, i.e., solute depletion in the vicinity of the precipitate, but not
in the bulk matrix [78]. This explains the observations of higher initial NA conductivity following AC,
and sustained NA clustering response. The delayed NA rate is likely due to two factors: reduced initial
vacancy concentration, and intermediate temperature clustering during cooling. As mentioned before,
clusters formed between ambient and AA temperatures (21 ◦C < T < 175 ◦C) are comparatively large
and fairly compositionally balanced (close to 1Mg:1Si) [14,15,17,71]. As such, the Mg/Si dependence
on the AC delay in NA clustering (Figure 7a–c) may simply be a result of the as-cooled matrix
compositions: Given a certain amount of high-temperature precipitation, intermediate temperature
clustering of a balanced Mg:Si ratio would essentially exaggerate the already Mg-rich and Si-rich
matrix compositions. Since the diffusivity of Mg in FCC-Al is lower than that of Si [79], this may lead
to slower NA kinetics, particularly for solid solutions of high Mg/Si ratio.
4.1.4. Quench Sensitivity—AA after Minimal NA
With respect to quench sensitivity with minimal prior NA, Figure 6 (WQ + 0.5 h NA vs.
AC + 0.5 h NA) shows that low cooling has detrimental effect on hardening re ponse for
the hig strength Si- and Mg-rich alloy, bu not for the balanced counterpa t. When quenc
sensitivity is assessed y AA ha dening response, th main factors are excess vacancy annihilation,
and/or pre-mature precipi ation during cooling. Differences in que ched-in vaca cy conc ntr tion
may explai reduced AA kinetics, however ca not provide an explana ion for the observed Mg/Si
dependen e, s high-temperature precipitation must be considered.
P ecipitation a elevated temperature is strongly increased by the existence of energetically
favorable surfaces for nucleation (e.g., d pe soids, grain boundaries, e c.); h wever due to
the relatively long and identical homogenization and solution treatments us d here, his is
expected t have a uniform impact on all alloys. We use simula ed (Thermo-Calc/Prisma [56])
tim -temperature-transform ti n (TTT) curves, lthough not strictly applicable to the continuous
cooling case, to evaluate the relative instability of solid solutions as a function of Mg/Si. Figure 19
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plots the time/temperature pairs corresponding to the nose of the TTT curves associated with the
depletion of 10% of equilibrium precipitate volume fraction, for various Mg/Si ratios. As seen by the
Mg/Si dependence of the trend lines, the Mg-rich and Si-rich solutions are less stable relative to the
balanced composition, due to higher temperatures/shorter times associated with the precipitation of
β and Si phases. This relative instability helps to explain the (minimal prior NA) quench sensitivity of
the Mg- and Si-rich alloys seen in Figure 6a,c.
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however, also find that the Si-rich composition retains its quench sensitivity after prolonged NA, 
suggesting additional contributions. Owing to the ~100 fold reduction in bulk vacancy fraction 
immediately after AC, it is highly likely that subsequent NA clustering also results in a reduction in 
’trapped’ vacancy concentration. Now consider the differences in cluster thermal stability discussed 
earlier. Thermally unstable NA clusters in the Si-rich alloy are still likely to dissipate during AA, 
however the associated release of trapped vacancies (and aid to solute mobility) is reduced compared 
to WQ, leading to a quench sensitivity of AA hardening response. For thermally stable clusters (e.g., 
the Mg-rich alloy), the lack of a cluster dissipation process would effectively normalize ‘free’ vacancy 
concentration during AA in AC and WQ conditions, leading to the relative quench insensitivity that 
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4.1.6. Effect of Direct Quench (into AA) 
The influence of all time below 175 °C (i.e., full quench, short NA, and AA heating ramp) can be 
assessed by comparing the AA behavior of WQ + 0.5 h NA and DQ conditions. AA hardening 
behavior (Figure 8) shows that for both unbalanced compositions (Si-rich and Mg-rich), DQ results 
in slightly reduced AA hardening response. For the balanced composition, however an improvement 
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Figure 19. Data points corresponding to the nose of simulated (Thermo-Calc/Prisma [56]) time–
temperature–transformation (TTT) curves (for the depletion of 10% of equilibrium volume fraction),
for various compositions in the Al-(Mg + Si = 1.4) − 0.2Fe − 0.05Mn (wt %) system. Data point labels
correspond to Mg/Si (by wt %), and Mg/Si trend arrows are included. Simulated precipitates are
separated by composition trend, pure Si precipitate in (a), and β and β’ in (b).
4.1.5. Quench Sensitivity—AA after Prolonged NA
Quench insensitivity after prolonged NA (as seen for the high strength balanced and Mg-rich
alloys in Figure 6) has been identified before, and proposed to primarily be due to the annihilation
of vacancies during cooling (for AC samples) and during natural aging (for WQ samples) [51].
We however, also find that the Si-rich composition retains its quench sensitivity after prolonged
NA, suggesting additional contributions. Owing to the ~100 fold reduction in bulk vacancy fraction
immediately after AC, it is highly likely that subsequent NA clustering also results in a reduction in
’trapped’ vacancy concentration. Now consider the differences in cluster thermal stability discussed
earlier. Thermally unstable NA clusters in the Si-rich alloy are still likely to dissipate during AA,
however the associated release of trapped vacancies (and aid to solute mobility) is reduced compared
to WQ, leading to a quench sensitivity of AA hardening response. For thermally stable clusters (e.g.,
the Mg-rich alloy), the lack of a cluster dissipation process would effectively normalize ‘free’ vacancy
concentration during AA in AC and WQ conditions, leading to the relative quench insensitivity that
is seen.
4.1.6. Effect of Direct Quench (into AA)
The influence of all time below 175 ◦C (i.e., full quench, short NA, and AA heating ramp) can
be assessed by comparing the AA behavior of WQ + 0.5 h NA and DQ conditions. AA hardening
behavior (Figure 8) shows that for both unbalanced compositions (Si-rich and Mg-rich), DQ results in
slightly reduced AA hardening response. For the balanced composition, however an improvement in
hardening is seen. Immediately after quenching (to ~21 ◦C and ~175 ◦C for WQ and DQ, respectively),
the quenched-in vacancy concentration is theoretically higher for WQ, while solute supersaturation
(with respect to AA) is unchanged. After minimal NA (and minimal NA clustering), this difference
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in vacancy concentration could be responsible for the reduced hardening kinetics in the Si-rich
and Mg-rich compositions after DQ (Figure 8a,c). Figure 20 plots the driving force for β′′-Mg5Si6
precipitation as a function of bulk Mg/Si for the Mg + Si = 1.4 and 0.7 wt % systems used in this work
(calculated with Thermo-Calc [56]); the driving force is expectedly higher for the compositionally
balanced alloys with Mg/Si = 0.7, which therefore have a nucleation advantage over their unbalanced
(Si-rich and Mg-rich) counterparts. We propose that it is this compositional nucleation advantage
that is responsible for the improved hardening kinetics seen for the balanced alloy and DQ treatment
(Figure 8b), which is capable of overcoming the reduced solute mobility in the early stages of AA.
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It should also be noted that the clustering process starts exceptionally quickly, and the formation of
solute-vacancy complexes has been suggested to occur during the quench itself [15,24,65,66]; in other
words some degree of low temperature clustering almost certainly occurs in the WQ + 0.5 h NA
condition. This process, and the associated vacancy stabilization during aging [37], may be responsible
for the increased resistance to DQ over-aging. DQ vs. AA precipitate stability is most obvious in
the balanced alloy (Figure 8b), however a slight coarsening resistance is also seen in the Si- and
Mg-rich compositions (Figure 8a,c). For DQ samples, no vacancy stabilization likely leads to faster
annihilation during AA, and relatively slower diffusion at long AA times (i.e., precipitate thermal
stability). For WQ + 0.5 h NA samples, the associated vacancy stabilization, and eventual release of
trapped vacancies (either by cluster dissipation or slow thermally activated release) may essentially
enhance solute diffusion at later AA times, leading to the faster over-aging that is seen.
Finally, DQ conductivity will be mentioned. Figure 9a–c shows that in all cases, initial AA
conductivity is highest in the DQ condition. This meets expectations and is due to the presence of
NA clusters formed immediately after/during WQ, as well as the increased precipitation kinetics for
the balanced composition (Figure 8b). Figure 21 represents an effort to reduce the impact of changes
in precipitation kinetics (relative to the presence of NA clusters) on AA conductivity comparisons:
in the under-aged state, the contribution of precipitates (mainly β′′) to 6000 series alloy strength
can be modelled as a function of precipitate volume fraction [80]. However, the presence of clusters
contributes additional strengthening [81], but conversely lowers electrical conductivity. As such,
Figure 21 plots the difference between [DQ] − [WQ + 0.5 h NA] conductivity at the point of nearly
equivalent under-aged hardness. The difference increases with Mg/Si ratio, which is associated
with an increase in the contribution of clusters to AA strength (in the WQ + 0.5 h NA condition).
Additionally, only the Mg-rich alloy displays higher conductivity in the DQ condition throughout the
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AA process (Figure 9c), again signifying the thermal stability of NA clusters (formed in WQ + 0.5 h NA)
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4.2. Low Stre gth (Mg + Si ≈ 0.7 wt %) Alloys
In the interest of brevity, the discussion of the low strength alloy results will be limited
to key findings only. In general, the Mg/Si dependence seen for high-solute alloys is not
present in the low-solute counterpar s. This is likely due to several factors: severely reduced
magnitude of driving force for strengthening precipitation (seen in Figure 20), reduced NA clustering
(seen in Figures 11 and 13), and thermal stability considerations for any NA clusters that do form.
Assuming that cluster stability follows traditional solid solution thermodynamics as proposed
by [82,83], it is likely that the (~50%) reduction in solution composition would sufficiently reduce
cluster solvus temper ture, re ulting in thermal instability (at 175 ◦C) regardless of the Mg/Si ratio.
This idea is exemplified with the simple schematic seen in Figure 22, which conceptually shows cluster
solvus lines for different Mg/Si and Mg + Si compositions. The low strength alloy results are analyzed
with this in mind, and the implications are discussed below.
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4.2.1. NA Effect on AA—Water Quench
In the WQ condition, the low-solute alloys display a relatively small influence of prolonged NA
on hardenability (Figure 10) compared to the high-solute alloys (Figure 3). This may be due to minimal
natural aging itself in the conditions investigated (shown with NA conductivity evolution in Figure 11).
However, based on the results of previous low-solute NA investigations [24,29,62], it is believed that at
least some of the NA processes are still active. Regardless, the current analysis mindset indicates that
NA clusters in low-solute alloys are likely to dissolve at AA temperatures. As discussed previously,
in high-strength alloys (e.g., the high strength, Si-rich composition) even unstable NA clusters induce
a negative hardenability effect as a result of concurrent cluster dissolution and precipitation. However,
in the case of the low-solute alloys investigated, the precipitation incubation periods are quite long (i.e.,
>~3 h, Figure 10); as such, it is likely that cluster dissolution may precede precipitation (as opposed to
occurring concurrently), leading to the recovery of AA hardenability (and minimal NA effect).
4.2.2. NA Effect on AA—Air Cooled
Low-solute alloys after air cooling, however, show an even more interesting influence of NA on
AA hardenability. In all cases, prolonged NA after AC induces improved AA response (Figure 12).
These results are difficult to rectify with the current analysis paradigm (i.e., low-solute cluster
dissolution), however several additional factors/interactions need to be taken into account. Compared
to the high-solute alloys, driving force in the low-solute compositions is drastically reduced (Figure 20)
and significant depletion of solute due to precipitation during cooling is unlikely. This may lead to
a competitive advantage of intermediate temperature clusters during cooling. The NA growth of
(larger) as-cooled clusters would theoretically have an increased attractive cluster-vacancy trapping
force, which relates to the number of solutes contained in the growing cluster according to the model
suggested by [38]. During AA, when long precipitation incubation periods are required (also due to low
driving force for low-solute alloys), excess vacancy stabilization (i.e., longer times before annihilation)
and eventual release (due to cluster dissolution) may actually provide a boost to solute mobility when
it is needed most (i.e., during the initial stages of precipitation). As a result, an improvement in AA
hardening response (as seen in Figures 12 and 13) could be expected.
The importance of the AA time dependence of cluster dissolution and strengthening precipitation
has been previously suggested to describe similar results [46]. It should be noted, however, that this
description is controversial. The positive NA effect in low-strength alloys has also been explained with
an alternative viewpoint, i.e., that NA clusters in low-strength alloys are uniquely capable of aiding in
nucleation of strengthening precipitates [47]. This explanation could also be applied to the results here,
however the current authors are hesitant to do so based on the NA cluster stability considerations
presented in [40], and discussed throughout this text.
4.2.3. Effect of Direct Quench (into AA)
The direct quench was shown to be a highly ineffective hardening treatment for low-solute
alloys, independent of composition. As already proposed in relation to the high-strength alloys,
a high precipitation driving force is required to overcome the fewer quenched-in vacancies of the
DQ treatment. As seen in Figure 20, low-solute alloys are at a distinct energetic disadvantage with
respect to driving force (and nucleation), leading to their poor DQ hardening performance in relation
to ‘traditional’ quench and re-heat (Figure 14).
5. Conclusions
• This work investigated the hardening response (isothermal aging at 175 ◦C) of a wide range of
model alloys (variable Mg/Si and Mg + Si) under various two-step aging conditions (variable
solutionization quench rate and duration of prior natural aging).
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• For high strength alloys (Mg + Si ≈ 1.4 wt %), the negative effect of prolonged prior NA on peak
AA strength is dependent on bulk Mg/Si ratio.
• For most AA times, the negative effect in high strength alloys is reduced or unchanged after air
cooling (in comparison to water quench).
• For low strength alloys (Mg + Si ≈ 0.7 wt %), the influence of NA does not show the same
dependence of Mg:Si ratio as high strength alloys.
• Air cooling of low-strength alloys induces a positive NA effect on hardenability.
• The direct quench (and artificially age) treatment was found to only be effective in combination
with high precipitation driving force.
• In general and in accordance with recent research, results are discussed based on the actions of
(NA) solute/vacancy clusters during artificial aging. In particular, a complex interaction between
vacancy concentration, NA cluster stability, and precipitation driving force is suggested. It is
furthermore suggested that the thermal stability of NA clusters increases with bulk Mg:Si ratio
and increased solute content.
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